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Abstract: E-Learning is defined as the acquisition of knowledge and skill via electronic 

technologies. Today e-learning grows rapidly and it turns out to be an important aspect 

of the education. As a result, e-learning is becoming a new research area in computer 

science. E-learning content objects are the digital files that are used to construct e-

learning experiences. Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) is a 

complete set of specifications that enable interoperability, accessibility and reusability of 

web-based learning contents. SCORM directs to create learning content those are 

searchable and discoverable across different learning applications and media 

repositories. This research is an attempt taken to implement a composite SCORM e-

learning object structure that optimizes the reusability factor of SCORM e-learning 

objects.  

 

According to the literature review that have done based on current situation, it can be 

concluded as the available solutions do not include comprehensive strategies to 

optimize reusability. A SCORM e-learning object is a collection of digital files called 

assets packaged according to SCORM specifications. By inspecting these 

specifications, varied levels of granularity for reusing a SCORM e-learning content 

object can be identified. Concerning a SCORM e-learning object as a set of assets will 

be more effective than concerning it as an individual SCORM e-learning object. The 

proposed solution was based on a new concept called “Open source SCORM e-

learning object”, a technique which can access resource items or assets included in a 

SCORM e-learning object.  
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The research was conducted towards two consecutive approaches. The major aspect of 

this solution was to provide a comprehensive repository mechanism that adheres to 

composite SCORM learning object structure. When storing a SCORM Learning object 

as a package of digital files, the repository mechanism enables to consider each file of 

the Learning object (LO) as an individual asset and facilitate to store data relevant to 

each asset as well as enable to attach other files such as source files if available. The 

extended aspect was reducing the effort of the modification process of SCORM LOs. 

Since the assets of a SCORM LO are accessible it should be modified a few relevant 

assets and again packaged as the modified LO. This feature tends to shot-circuit the 

entire SCORM LO development process. The physical development of this system did 

not proceed as a green field project. For the purpose of reducing development effort the 

implementation was based on a Learning Content Management System (LCMS). The 

applicable LCMS features for the propose solution was identified in the background 

analysis. 

 

It can be concluded as the core objective of optimization the reusability of SCORM 

learning objects was achieved via this solution in experimental environment. In this 

achieving the newly introduced concept “Source view of the SCORM learning object” 

was put into operation successfully. But in the practical environment this repository 

mechanism will be highly inferred by various constraints such as storage capabilities 

and computational power of the running environment. To make this method an utmost 

solution, many future improvements could be suggested. These improvements includes 

ordinary authoring mechanism of media assets, applying advanced algorithms for 

reducing time complexities and adhering to an efficient standard mechanism of digital 

repositories. 

 


